Two new pattern-matching algorithms based on the Boyer-Moore algorithm are presented. Their performance is compared to that of earlier relevant variants in terms of the number of character comparisons and the required running time by exhaustive simulation. Experimental results show the efficiency of both these two new algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Text-searching methods have been divided in three categories: (a) furl text scanning, (b) text inversion, and (c) signature files [5] . The first category includes the highly honored research topic of pattern-matching. Milestones in this area are the BM algorithm by Boyer and Moore [4] and the KMP algorithm by Knuth, Morris, and Pratt [8] , which appeared in the late New methods have appeared more recently. For example, Sunday reported three new enhancements of the BM algorithm [11] . Then, Smith elaborated on a variant proposed by Sunday [10] . Finally, a synthetic and exhaustive experimentation on a score of BM variants was reported by Hume and Sunday [7] . In the present paper, we experimentally test and compare the efficiency of some known BM variants as well as two new ones. In the next section, we will introduce very briefly some BM variations. This way, we can smoothly present and explain the two new ones in Section 3. Experimental results comparing the algorithms' performance in terms of the number of character comparisons and the required running time are included in Section 4.
ALGORITHM PRESENTATION
The simplest naive algorithm uses two pointers which are initialized to point to the first pattern character and the first text character. If these characters match, then the pointers are advanced by one position and the comparison of succeeding pattern and text characters continues the apparent way. In case of mismatch, the pattern pointer is initialized, whereas the text pointer is advanced by one position. Thus, it seems as if after a mismatch the pattern slides only one position on top of the text. The authors of [4, 8] recognized the fact that trying to search for a pattern in the text by shifting the pattern only one position after a mismatch is a memoryless procedure, e.g., the information obtained from the matches and the final mismatch is lost.
BOYER-MOORE METHOD
The Boyer-Moore algorithm is based on (a) the occurrence heuristic, and (b) the match heuristic (terminology according to Baeza-Yates [2] ). These heuristic techniques are used to reposition the pattern after a mismatch. We also notice that a basic characteristic of the BM algorithm is that comparisons start from the rightmost pattern character proceeding towards the leftmost ones.
According to the occurrence heuristic, the pattern has to be shifted after a mismatch, so that on top of the text character where the mismatch occurred, a same pattern character will be positioned. For this reason, an occurrence table with length equal to the alphabet size is built in a preprocessing phase. Entries of the table corresponding to alphabet characters which do not exist in the pattern are assigned a value equal to the pattern length. Entries corresponding to characters appearing in the pattern are assigned a value equal to the shorter distance between this character and the last one. Thus, the table entry for the last pattern character is equal to 0.
According to the match heuristic, we have to take into consideration any existing subpatterns. Thus, after a mismatch, the pattern should be shifted so that there are matches for all the characters that matched before, and, in addition, a different pattern character is positioned on top of the text character where the mismatch occurred. Again, a match table with length equal to that of the pattern is built before actual processing starts. Each table entry takes a value equal to the distance of the specific character x to a different character y such that the characters succeeding x to the pattern end are the same with the characters succeeding y.
Thus, whenever a mismatch is encountered, the pattern pointer is initialized to point to the pattern end, whereas the text pointer is advanced according to the greater value of the two relevant entries of the occurrence and the match table. It is important, also, to notice that Rytter proposed a correct way to calculate the match table [9] . More specifically, to each match table entry we have to add the distance of the specific character from the last pattern character.
SIMPLIFIED BOYER-MOORE ALGORITHM
This method (in short, SBM method) has been studied experimentally and analytically by Baeza-Yates [3] . It does not use a match table, based on the conjecture that, in practice, patterns are not periodic. A minor detail is that the occurrence table entry for the last pattern character is equal to 1 (instead of 0), to prevent the case of an infinite loop.
HORSPOOL METHOD
This method (BMH method) does not use a match table either [6] . In case of mismatch, the shifting size is maximized by using the occurrence table entry for the text character corresponding to the rightmost pattern character (and not for the text character where the mismatch occurred). In order to prevent an infinite loop, the occurrence table entry for the last pattern character is equal to the smallest distance from a same character in the pattern. Thus, if the last pattern character is met only once in the pattern, then this value is equal to the pattern length.
QUICK SEARCH METHOD
This method (QS method) was proposed recently by Sunday [11] . It is another simple (and therefore quick) method which does not use a match 
MAXIMAL SHIFT METHOD
This method (MS method), which has also been proposed by Sunday [11] , uses both the occurrence and the match tables. The occurrence table is built and used in the same way as for the QS method. However, the match table is constructed in a much more complicated manner. More specifically, a temporary structure (with length equal to that of the pattern) gives, for each pattern character, the distance of an identical proceeding character in the pattern. If such a character does not exist, then the value is equal to the order of the character in the pattern. Then the pattern characters are ordered decreasingly according to this temporary table (ties are resolved in favor of the leftmost pattern character). Thus, finally we come up with a transformed pattern, for which the match table is built. The reasoning underneath this method is that, by changing the order of the pattern scan, the shift sizes are maximized when the new match table is used.
During searching, the text pointer is initialized to point to the first text character, whereas the pattern pointer points to the first position of the transformed pattern. Comparisons are performed by examining the text characters according to the order of characters of the transformed pattern. After a mismatch, the pattern pointer is initialized again, whereas the text pointer is advanced according to the maximum value of the relevant occurrence and match tables entries.
OPTIMAL MISMATCH METHOD
This is another method proposed by Sunday [11] (OM method), which uses both the occurrence and match tables. The occurrence table is constructed and used in the same way as for the previous two methods (QS and MS methods). The match table is built for a transformed pattern having its characters ordered ascendingly according to the frequency of appearance in the text. The reasoning behind the method is: make a mismatch as soon as possible and then make a shift as large as possible. Thus, during comparisons, priority is given to the most rare text characters.
It is evident that this method uses a temporary table during a preprocessing step, too. It is noted that, during the same period, Baeza-Yates observed independently that the pattern can be scanned in any order, and in reverse letter frequency order in particular [3] .
SMITH METHOD
This is a method proposed very recently [10] (BMS method) and is based on the previous one. In particular, it enhances the OM method in two ways. First, it is language-independent and initially it uses a match table with arbitrary character ordering. If, during searching, a pattern character results in a mismatch, it is moved to the front of the match table so that in the next alignment, this character is tried first. Second, in case of a mismatch, we choose the greatest possible shifting size by inspecting all the occurrence table entries, which correspond to the pattern characters.
THE NEW METHODS
In the previous section, we have described briefly the BM algorithm and six of its variations. Their main characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . As explained, all the methods use an occurrence table, although not in an identical way. Also, it is evident that it is necessary to construct an additional auxiliary table for the methods which use a transformed pattern in place of the original. We have crafted two new pattern-matching algorithms based on some of the reported techniques. The first one combines characteristics of the OM method and the BMH method; there- 
OHM METHOD
The code in "C" for this method can be found in the Appendix. The method resembles the BMH method since:
• it does not use a match table.
• the occurrence table entry for the last pattern character is equal to the smallest distance from a same character in the pattern, whereas if this character is met only once in the pattern, then this value is equal to the pattern length.
In addition, it has common characteristics with the OM method since:
• it uses an auxiliary table for the text character frequencies to order the pattern characters.
• it builds an auxiliary structure with the pattern characters sorted ascendingly according to the appearance frequencies and the distances from the last pattern character.
• it makes comparisons considering the end of the pattern.
The following example will demonstrate the details of the method.
EXAMPLE. Suppose we seek for the ll-character pattern "abracadabra" in the text "abracababracadabra." The occurrence table is illustrated in Table 2 . Table 3 gives the frequencies of appearance for characters in an English text ( [11] ). The pattern characters appearing in the first row of Table 4 are ordered according to ascending frequencies as shown in Table  3 . Integer numbers in the second row of Table 4 give the distance of the specific character from the last pattern character.
Searching starts by setting the text pointer to the eleventh character in the text ("a"). The first two pattern characters of the auxiliary structure (the two "b"s) match with their corresponding text characters in the 
OMHS METHOD
This new method:
• inherits the characteristics of the previous one, and in addition, • uses the technique proposed by Smith [10] , that is, in case of mismatch we may choose the greatest shifting size by inspecting all the occurrence table entries (which correspond to the pattern characters). This technique has its own processing cost and may result in excess searching time for patterns with many different characters. After experimentation, we decided to partially adopt it by considering only two occurrence table entries: the ones for the two text characters which correspond to the last two pattern characters. The following example demonstrates this new algorithm, whereas the "C" code may be found in the Appendix.
EXAMPLE. Suppose, again, that we search for the six-character pattern "abacab" in the text "bacabadabacab." The occurrence table is illustrated in Table 6 , whereas the additional auxiliary structure is depicted in Table 7 . Searching starts by initializing the text pointer to point to the sixth character in the text, whereas the pattern pointer points to the beginning of the auxiliary structure. The first character of the auxiliary structure ("b") does not match to the sixth text character ("a"). The shifting size is equal to the greater of the occurrence table entries for the two text characters ("b" and "a") corresponding to the two last pattern characters. The two entries are 4 and 1, respectively; thus, we have to advance the text points (4 -1 = ) three positions, as shown by the occurrence table entry for the character "b." After one match between the text's "b" and the pattern's "b," we have a mismatch between the pattern character "b" and the text character "a." This time, the shift size is equal to the greater of the two numbers (1-1 =) 0 and 4, which correspond to the two text characters ("a" and "b," respectively). After we advance the text pointer by ... Table 8 is similar to Table 5 and summarizes the example.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To compare our new methods to the previous ones, we ran an experiment with a methodology similar to that of [11] . More specifically, we created an English text of approximate size 65 Kbytes with approximately 7600 distinct lexicographically ordered patterns categorized in 15 classes of length from 1 to 15 characters. We implemented all the methods using the Turbo C optimizing compiler on a 486 workstation. We greatly used the code presented in [2, 11] for the known methods. Our cost metrics were the required number of comparisons as well as the required execution time. More specifically, to understand better the merits and pitfalls of each algorithm, we counted:
• the number of direct comparisons, • the number of indirect comparisons, • the elapsed searching time, and • the elapsed preprocessing time.
The number of direct comparisons (which occur by an "if ... then ... else" statement) is a classical criterion for analyzing algorithms. However, the total number of comparisons is also a crucial measure, since the number of indirect comparisons (which are performed when accessing the occurrence table) is an important overhead. It is also interesting to have a measure of the preprocessing cost, which varies significantly between Closer inspection of the results obtained in the next four tables results in the following remarks.
• Direct comparisons (See Table 9 ). The average number of direct comparisons is calculated by taking into account the probability distribution of pattern length. The methods are ranked as follows: BMS, MS, OM, QS, OMHS, and OMH. More specifically, for small patterns, the ranking is BMS, OM, QS, and MS, whereas for larger patterns, the ranking is BMS, OMHS, and OM. This means that embedding the technique proposed by Smith in the OMH method improves the latter substantially for long patterns. Thus, in general, the Smith method is the best regardless of the pattern class. Therefore, an interesting problem is to analyze its complexity. Table 10 ). The methods QS, MS, OM, and BMS perform indirect comparisons, whereas the remaining methods BM, SBM, BMH, OMH, and OMHS) do not. In other words, the relative weight of the advantage of the Smith method is decreased. Thus, on the average, the ranking according to the total number of comparisons is OMHS, OMH, BM, BMH, and SBM. Let us notice that this ranking does not change with the pattern length. It is also interesting to note that the new methods OMH and OMHS outperform the BMH, OM, and BMS methods, although they are chemical unions of the latter ones.
• Searching time (See Table 11 ). Again, the average searching time is calculated by taking into account the probability distribution of pattern length. The ranking is BMH, SBM, BM, QS, OMH, BMS, and OMHS. However, for long patterns, it seems that (a) the performance of the QS and OMH algorithms is very similar, and (b) the new OMHS method outperforms the S method. We also remark that the embedding of the Horspool technique in the OM method is successful performance-wise. This remark does not hold for the embedding of the Smith technique in the OMH method.
• Preprocessing time (See Table 12 ). It is evident that it increases with increasing pattern length. After averaging, we conclude that the ranking sequence is SBM, QS, BMH, BM, OMHS, and OMH. As expected, this ranking is very similar to the ranking according to the searching time metric. We also remark that the cost increase for the patterns of length 15 in comparison to the cost for patterns of length 1 is very small (ratio less than 1 : 2) for the BMH, QS, and SBM methods. This observation does not hold for the other methods. For example, for the BMS and OMHS methods, this ratio is greater than 1 : 20.
Concluding, in this paper we have presented the results of an extensive experiment of the most well-known pattern-matching algorithms based on the Boyer-Moore method. We have described two new variations (the OMH and OMHS methods) by building blocks of previous variations. Summarizing the previous comments with regard to the new methods, we have the following.
• From thetheoretical point of view, the OMHS method is always the best method, since the total number of comparisons is the most important metric in such a case. If we are interested in the number of direct comparisons, the OMHS method is second best after the BMS method (for length > 6).
• From the practical point of view, thanks to their simplicity, the BMH and SBM methods seem to be very stable methods, outperforming the other variants in terms of searching time.
APPENDIX
The names of the variables used in the following fragments of code are summarized in Table 13 . 
